
WiFi Smart Sockets
Model: BHC1804-WBT
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Waterproof for outdoor use
Watertight construction provides protecting outlets from
weather conditions. Heavy duty material and three grounded
outlet makes it safe and durable.

Software Installation Guide
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Add device

1. Plug the smart plug into an outlet.

2. Launch the "Smart Life" app and connect the smart plug to
your network.

Note: The smart plug only support 2.4GHz network.

1) Short press the power button on the smart plug,the BLUE
LED power indicator will ON/OFF correspondingly.

2) Long press the power button on the smart plug for 5-10s,
the smart plug is ready to enter the network configuration mode.
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For Optimal Use: 
1) If the indicator on smart plug doesn't flashing when you plug
into the power socket for first connection, please hold and press the
power button for about 5-10 seconds to see if it's start flashing;  
2) If the smart device can't be connected to Wi-Fi, please long press
the power button for 5-10 seconds to reset the smart plug;  
3) The smart device only work with 2.4 GHz network. If your router
broadcasts both 2.4GHz and 5GHz, please selected the 2.4GHz
network with the app If connection still failed, we recommend you call
your ISP and had them completely shut off the 5GHz network on the
router. You are free to change the network to 5GHz again after
connecting.  
4) Please try to make the smart plug and router as close as possible
when first connection, you can change the place after connecting
successfully.
5) For fast network configuration, It is better turn on the “Bluetooth”
when the smart device will be connected to network.

3. Add the smart plug
1) Click the"+"sign at the right corner and then choose the "Socket
(Wi-Fi))".

2) Select 2.4GHz Wi-Fi Network and enter password.
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10)Thesmart plugaddedsuccessfullyand is ready foruse, Then
tap 【Next】.

Figure 7 Figure 8

Select the “Countdown”, “Schedule”, “Circulate” and “Random” to meet
your needs

Figure 9 Figure 10
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1) Countdown: Device is turned on or off after countdown time.

Figure 11 Figure 12

2) Schedule: Device is turned on or off on any individual day or
blocks of days.

Figure 13 Figure 14 Figure 15
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3) Circulate: Device is turned on(start duration) and off(end duration)
repeatedly from start time to end time.

Figure 15 Figure 16

4) Random: If the time interval between start time and end time is more than
or equal to 1 hour, start time is delayed 2-30 minutes and end time is
advanced 2-30 minutes. If the time interval is less than 1 hour, start time is
delayed 2-x minutes and end time is advanced 2-x minutes.
(x=time interval/2-2).

For example: you set start time at 8:00 and end time at 8:30. The device
is turned on at random time between 8:02 and 8:13. The device is turned
off at random time between 8:17 and 8:28.

Figure 17 Figure 18 Figure 19
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Setting

Relay status (ON/OFF status for the device): Select“ OFF”
mode for the relay status, the device will remain OFF mode after
a power outage, even when the power comes on again.

For the device, the Relay status (ON/OFF status for the device)
is off by default

Figure 20 Figure 21
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Figure 22

Specifications

1. What should I do when can not turn the smart Plug on or off?

Make sure your mobile devices and the smart plug are
connected to the same Wi-Fi network.

Working Voltage 125V/60Hz

Max. Load power
15A,1875W resistive
10A,1250W Tungsten
TV-5, 1/2Hp

Wireless Type 2.4GHz
IEEE 802.11b/g/n

Raintight Outdoor use
Installtion Vertical hang up use
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Make sure the devices connected to the smart plug are turned
on.

2. What should I do when device configuration process has failed?

You could:

1) Check whether the smart device is powered on or not.
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How can operate if only by Bluetooth for the WiFi and
Bluetooth dual mode modules?

The steps of only Bluetooth control are as follows:

1. Make sure that the Bluetooth has been turned on, and the
Bluetooth network distribution mode is used when the smart
plug device is connected to the network;

2. Power off the router used in the distribution network (turn off the
mobile hotspot if the mobile hotspot distribution network is used)
and turn off the mobile Wi-Fi, only keep on the mobile 4G and
Bluetooth, and then wait about 3 to 5 minutes;

3. After 3-5 minutes, the smart device will be automatically switched
to the Bluetooth control mode because it is disconnected from the
external network.

So the Bluetooth control function is only as one replacement
control way at present. But you will have to make sure the
Bluetooth is turned on when the smart device is connected to
the network and the Wi-Fi router is powered off or the Wi-Fi
router is broken without any signal emission.
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